
PERSONALITY TRAITS
groups, centers, event planning, open-hearted, sympathetic, can 
get disappointed, need to belong, looking for  their "people"

7  TRUTH, interest in universal laws and metaphysics, love 
of  knowledge, studious, academic, mystical, spiritual, perfectionist, 
private, objective, abstract/conceptual, analytical, detailed, precise, 
refined, silent, meditative, musical, investigator, works behind the 
scenes, mathematical, scientific, technical, neutral, objective, con-
cerned with alignment of  personal and divine will, sometimes lonely 
and aloof, professorial, can't tolerate lies & dishonesty

8  MATERIALIZATION, capable of  grasping large complex 
ideas and creating mental structures, systems, strategies, plans, 
has natural authority, competence, power, business and executive 
ability, confrontiveness, organizer, administrative, managerial, good 
with material world, money, success, achievement, balance of  mate-
rial and spiritual, drive, ambition, concerned with justice and law 
enforcement, knows proper way for things to materialize according 
to universal principles

9  UNIVERSAL AWARENESS, compassion, altruism,
humanitarian service, collective consciousness, idealistic,
romantic, dreamer, big thinker, social, political, likes causes,
can experience personal loss or disappointment, no ego, resists 
definition, prefers anonymity, bohemian and artistic, colorful and 
dramatic, poetic, musical, inspirational, visionary, generous, philan-
thropic, good at completion and surrender, philosophical, creative, 
generalist, sympathetic, bleeding heart, broad outlook, sometimes 
overwhelmed, loves nonphysical world of  energy, consciousness 
and entities, death and dying

11 REVELATION, inspiration, communion, deals with pub-
lic, ministerial, idealistic about relationships (wants soulmates), 
sometimes high-strung, integrates dark & light, spiritually motivated 
artists, spiritual teachers & counselors 

22  SACRED STRUCTURE, enlightened effort, practi-
cal mystic, material master, ritual and ceremony, builds for
society, often higher abstract-conceptual structures

33  UNIVERSAL SERVICE, enlightened healer, martyr, under-
stands family of  mankind, soulgroup consciousness

0  THE UNKNOWN, Zero only occurs as a challenge number, 
indicating a need to remain open and use intuition to find insight; 
there are lessons about being silent, facing the void, not controlling 
life or proving things, not finding answers in the known world, for 
there is always more. 

1 INDIVIDUALITY, personal will, assertiveness, self-reliance, 
self-determination, inner strength, leadership, pioneering, catalytic, 
impulsive, impatient, good at beginnings/not at finishing things, en-
trepreneurial, original, independent, courageous, risk-taker, learning 
to take authority, have confidence, be an expert, use power ethically, 
can be naively self-absorbed, needs recognition, becomes the living 
example of  things, sometimes bossy or with ego lessons, needs 
boundaries, holds strong opinions briefly 

2  COOPERATION, harmony, balance, diplomatic, peacemaker, 
comparative, likes to merge and dissolve boundaries, sharing, 
cocreative, learns about self  through relationships, prefers to work 
with partners or teams, looks to others for approval, adaptable, 
likes linking and bridging, teaching, counseling, negotiating, broker-
ing, interviewing, law, can be too emotional, dependent, fair, patient

3  SELF-EXPRESSION, creativity, dramatic, social,
popular, communicative, humorous, natural, outgoing, spontaneous, 
imaginative, innocent and childlike, open-minded, verbal, likes pro-
motion, sales, marketing, public speaking, singing, teaching, writing, 
performing, media, needs to release feelings and ideas, can have 
too many choices and difficulty making decisions, procrastinates, 
can be scattered, shy, reclusive, dissipated

4  STRUCTURE, discipline, work, physical, likes
tangible results, definition, mechanical processes, discipline, tradi-
tion, builder, methodical, patient, determined, practical, grounded, 
has endurance, loyalty, needs to overcome limited ways of  thinking 
and attachments, good business skill, 3-dimensional, can be seri-
ous, depressed or stubborn, good with design, real estate, 3-D art

5  FREEDOM, movement, change, craves new experi-
ence, stimulation, curious, restless, versatile, youthful, clever, math-
ematical and verbal, impatient, loves travel, dancing, nonregimented 
physical movement, adventure, expansive, sometimes superflcial, 
gives in easily to temptation, good communicator, creative, some-
times dilettantish, nervous, scattered by doing too many things at 
once

6 SERVICE, nurturing, balance, adjustment, creation
of  divine harmony, beauty, idealistic, patient, romantic, healers, 
artistic, counselors and teachers, good with nutrition and food, 
cooking, gardening, plants, interior design, feng shui, domestic arts, 
cosmic parent, concerned with home and family, small intimate 
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YEARLY & MONTHLY ACTION CYCLES

6 Time for adjustment, balance, healing, harmony, set-
tling down, psychological work, family matters, time in nature, 
highlighting the domestic area, redecorating, beauty and art, 
good hygiene, marriage/divorce, service, care-taking, moving, 
emotional issues, attention to diet and health, gardening

7  Time for alignment with spiritual purpose, telling the 
truth, going to school, withdrawal from experience that is no 
longer appropriate, waiting, meditation, planning, reviewing, 
loss of  restrictive forms, study and research, investigation, 
sabbaticals, technical and analytical work, work behind the 
scenes, metaphysics, retreats, spiritual pilgrimages, intro-
spection, mysticism, perfecting, analysis, ego death, losses, 
purification, revelation of  the spiritual, "frequency sorting"

8 Time for power and forward movement, career
advancement and promotions, manifesting visions and final 
forms, material success, making commitments and decisions, 
planning, organization, confrontations, business, money, new 
business ventures or completion of  existing ones, dealing with 
authority, professional issues, value system issues, concern 
with justice and order, creating systems and strategies, dealing 
with superstructures or the System

9 Time for completion, housecleaning, letting go, losses 
without grief, ego death, creating clear open space, tidying up, 
inspirational visions, universal awareness, idealism, altruism, 
being in limbo, incubating, finding the broad outlook, experi-
encing lack of  motivation and boredom, spaciness, dreams, 
visions, mediumship, long distance foreign travel, exotic 
experiences, interest in philosophy, poetry, art, music, draw-
ing conclusions consciously, giving things away, philanthropy, 
humanitarian projects, socially relevant work

1 Time for new action without much knowledge,
restlessness, new ideas that come from out of  the blue,
originality, taking risks, pioneering, depending on yourself, be-
ing authentic, experiencing autonomy, leadership, exploration, 
impulsiveness, individuation, self-discovery, confidence

2 Time for receptivity, opening intuition, female energy, 
marriage/divorce, meeting new people, making connections, 
establishing or ending friendships, balancing and connect-
ing things, advising others, receiving revelations, taking care 
of  details, being patient, making peace, having conflict and 
adversarial situations, mirroring, accumulating, being emotion-
ally sensitive, experiencing legal issues, forming or ending 
contracts (external and internal), teaching, therapy, mediation, 
resonance

3 Time for self-expression, authentic creativity,
open-mindedness, finding new options, social activities, 
coming out of  hiding, promotion, marketing, sales, writing, 
expansion, communications, entertainment, acting/performing, 
humor, working with the voice, networking, spontaneity, study, 
talking, singing

4 Time for structure, to-do lists, directed effort, work, 
responsibility, discipline, dissolve attachment to old forms, 
allow crystallization of  new foundations, building, real estate/
housing issues, attention to physical body, focus, commitment, 
karma, proceeding systematically and patiently, measuring 
progress, setting up new challenges for yourself

5 Time for change, freedom, travel, new ideas,
sensory stimulation, foreign cultures and languages, creativity, 
promotion, communications, adventure, confusion, overstimu-
lation, lack of  security, dancing, sports, restlessness, moving, 
networking, broadcasting your message, expanding into the 
world, gathering information, breakthroughs

Note: the circled months on the chart indicate catalytic
months where events are likely to precipitate or impor-
tant decisions or shifts may be made.
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